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BIAS DEPENDANT NOISE WAVE MODELLING
PROCEDURE OF MICROWAVE FETS

Olivera Pronić-Rančić — Zlatica Marinković — Vera Marković
∗

A new noise modelling procedure of microwave field-effect transistors (FETs) valid for various bias conditions is suggested
in this paper. The proposed procedure is based on transistor noise wave model. With the aim to improve the noise wave
model accuracy, the modification of the model is done by inclusion of the error correction functions into the noise wave model
equations. It leads to significant reduction of deviations between measured and simulated noise parameters and therefore
better noise prediction is achieved. It is also shown that once determined error correction functions can be applied for accurate
noise modelling of the same device for various bias conditions. The validity of the presented noise modelling approach is
exemplified by modelling of a specific MESFET device in packaged form.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Reliable and accurate small signal and noise models of
low noise microwave FETs (MESFETs, HEMTs) are nec-
essary for the design of active circuits in modern commu-
nication systems. Therefore, during the last few decades
an extensive work has been carried out in the field of sig-
nal / noise modelling of microwave transistors. There is a
number of different models, starting from accurate phys-
ical models which require knowledge about the numerous
technological parameters [1, 2], through the widely used
empirical models, mostly based on equivalent circuit rep-
resentation of a transistor [3–15], to the models based on
the application of the artificial neural networks, based ei-
ther on the black box modelling approach [16, 17] or on a
combination with the empirical models [18].

One of the common noise models of microwave tran-
sistors most frequently used in microwave circuit simu-
lators is the well-known Pospieszalski’s model [5], a two-
parameter noise model based on H representation of tran-
sistor intrinsic circuit with two uncorrelated noise sources,
the voltage noise source at the gate side and the current
noise source at the drain side. An alternative modelling
approach, especially efficient in the microwave frequency
region is based on treatment of noise in terms of waves, as
it allows the use of scattering parameters for noise com-
putations [9, 10]. The wave approach is useful not only for
noise modelling, but also for measurement of microwave
FETs [10]. The noise wave modelling procedures of MES-
FETs/HEMTs and dual-gate MESFETs based on T rep-
resentation of transistor intrinsic circuit are proposed in
[12] and [13].

In [7] it was shown that taking into account correla-
tion of the noise sources in the Pospieszalski’s noise model
improves the accuracy of the noise modelling. However,

further accuracy improvement can be achieved by intro-
ducing the frequency dependent error correction functions
in expressions defining the device noise parameters [14].
The modelling procedure is similar to that presented in [8]
for Fukui’s noise model. In [14] and [15] it was shown that
the error correction functions calculated for one operat-
ing temperature can be used for efficient transistor noise
parameters modelling for various device ambient temper-
atures.

Besides the device temperature, the operating bias
conditions alter the device noise performance as well.
Therefore, improvements in bias dependant modelling of
MESFETs/HEMTs noise parameters have been investi-
gated. MESFET/HEMT noise wave model based on T

representation of transistor intrinsic circuit is considered.
The more accurate noise wave model is developed by de-
termination and inclusion of the error correction functions
into the model equations. Further, it is shown that once
determined error correction functions can be applied for
accurate noise modelling of the same transistor for various
bias conditions. The proposed model provides excellent
modelling accuracy which is illustrated by an appropri-
ate modelling example of a packaged MESFET device.

2 PROPOSED NOISE

MODELLING PROCEDURE

Microwave FET devices in packaged form are consid-
ered in this study. Due to the presence of parasitic ef-
fects, the equivalent circuit of a packaged transistor is
more complex than that of a chip transistor. The equiv-
alent circuit used in this study is shown in Fig. 1. Tran-
sistor intrinsic circuit, which is common for the most of
microwave FET models, is denoted by the dashed line.
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Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of MESFET/HEMT package
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Fig. 2. 2T representation of a linear noisy two-port

The remaining extrinsic elements, embedded in the cir-
cuit, represent parasitic effects of device.

A transistor intrinsic circuit (Fig. 1) is a linear noisy
two-port network. As it is known, noise in linear two-port
networks can be characterized in many different ways,
[19]. Any noisy linear two- port can be replaced by a noise-
less two-port network and two additional correlated noise
sources. Noise is typically characterized using equivalent
voltage and/or current sources. Therefore, the impedance
and admittance matrix representations, the chain matrix
representation and a few others are often used in CAD
of noisy networks. On the other hand, in the noise wave
representation, a noisy two-port network is described by
using a noiseless linear equivalent circuit and the waves
that emanate from its ports, [20].

We considered a transistor intrinsic circuit as a noise-
less two-port defined by transfer scattering parameters
[T] and two noise wave sources, an and bn , referring to
the input, as shown in Fig. 2.

The matrix equation describing this representation of
the noisy two-port follows

[

a1
b1

]

=

[

T11 T12

T21 T22

] [

b2
a2

]

+

[

an
bn

]

, (1)

where ai and bi , i = 1, 2, are incident and output waves
at the i -th port.

Generally, the noise wave sources an and bn are corre-
lated and characterized by a correlation matrix CT , given
by

CT =

[

〈|an|
2〉 〈−anb

∗

n〉

〈−bna
∗

n〉 〈|bn|
2〉

]

, (2)

where 〈 〉 indicates time average of the quantity inside
and ∗ indicates complex conjugation. It is very conve-
nient to use the noise wave temperatures as empirical
noise model parameters, [12]. In that way, the correlation
matrix CT can be expressed by

CT = k∆f

[

Ta |Tc|e
jϕc

|Tc|e
−jϕc Tb

]

(3)

where k is the Boltzmann’s constant and ∆f is the
noise bandwidth (∆f = 1 Hz is assumed). Now, the
noise performance of any two-port network can be com-
pletely characterized by two real temperatures Ta and Tb

and a complex correlation temperature Tc = |Tc|e
jϕc =

|Tc|e
jωτc .

The noise parameters of transistor intrinsic circuit:
minimum noise figure Fmin i , optimum source reflection
coefficient Γopti = |Γopti|e

jϕopti and normalized noise
resistance rni , can be expressed in term of noise wave
temperatures as

Fmin i =1 +
Ta − Tb

2T0

+
1

2T0

√

(Ta + Tb)2 − 4|Tc|2, (4)

Γopti =

(

Ta + Tb

2|Tc|
−

√

(Ta + Tb

2|Tc|

)2

− 1

)

ejωτc , (5)

rni =
|Tc|

4T0|Γopti|

[

1+2|Γopti| cosϕopti+ |Γopti|
2
]

, (6)

where T0 is the standard reference temperature (290 K)
and the normalization impedance is 50Ω. After adding
of device parasitics, the noise parameters of the complete
circuit are computed.
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Fig. 3. Noise parameters at (2 V, 20 mA): (a) – minimum noise figure, (b) – normalized equivalent noise resistance, (c) – magnitude of
optimum reflection coefficient, (d)– angle of optimum reflection coefficient

The transistor noise parameters calculated as de-
scribed above do not perfectly match measured noise
parameters. In order to minimize deviations that exist
between measured and modelled noise parameters, a cor-
rection procedure based on incorporation of frequency-
dependent error correction functions into the noise equa-
tions (4)–(6) is proposed.

With the aim to determine the error correction func-
tions, at the beginning, for each of four noise parameters
the ratio of the measured and simulated transistor noise
parameters is calculated over the entire frequency range.
Then, curve-fitting procedure is applied on these sets of
data, in order to obtain suitable frequency dependencies.
In that way, corresponding mathematical functions, rep-
resenting error correction functions, are determined for
all four noise parameters. After that, each intrinsic cir-
cuit noise parameter obtained by the noise wave approach
is multiplied by the corresponding error correction func-
tion yi(f), i = 1, . . . , 4 and as a result, new equations
for transistor intrinsic circuit noise parameters, enabling
more accurate noise prediction, are

Fmin inew = Fmin iy1(f) , (7)

rninew = rniy2(f) , (8)

Mag(Γopti)new = Mag(Γopti)y3(f) , (9)

Ang(Γopti)new = Ang(Γopti)y4(f) . (10)

3 NUMERICAL RESULTS

Numerical results related to noise modelling of a GaAs
FET packaged microwave transistor, type ATF 21186
(by Agilent (HP)), obtained by the proposed procedure,
are presented in this paper. Measured values of S and
noise parameters for biases (2V, 10mA), (2V, 15mA)
and (2V, 20mA), in the frequency range (0.5–8)GHz
were available from the device datasheet. All simulations
were performed using microwave circuit simulator ADS,
[21].

At the beginning, the equivalent circuit parameters
(equivalent circuit elements and noise wave temperatures)
have been extracted from the available measured data and
the noise parameters are simulated. As illustration, the
simulated noise parameters at bias point (2V, 20mA) ob-
tained by the noise wave approach (MOD1) and the cor-
responding measured data (MEAS) are given in Fig. 3.
Inaccuracy in noise modelling, especially for the mini-
mum noise figure and the magnitude of optimum source
reflection coefficient can be observed. With the aim to
eliminate deviations that exist between measured and
modelled values of noise parameters, the error correction
functions were determined and included in the transis-
tor noise wave model, as described in previous section. In
this case, the error correction functions were determined
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Fig. 4. Noise parameters at (2 V, 10 mA): (a) – minimum noise
figure, (b) – normalized equivalent noise resistance, (c) – optimum

reflection coefficient

for the minimum noise figure, normalized noise resistance
and magnitude of optimum source reflection coefficient
and have the polynomial form

y1(f) = 1.43105− 0.1335f + 0.0068f2 , (11)

y2(f) = 3.12205− 2.78185f + 1.01299f2

− 0.14982f3 + 0.00787f4 , (12)

y3(f) = 1.28048− 0.19982 + 0.03342f2

− 0.00122f3 . (13)

The simulated values for angle of optimum source reflec-
tion coefficient are in excellent agreement with the mea-

sured ones and there was no need to include any correc-

tion for that parameter in the noise model. The modified

frequency dependences of the noise parameters are also

shown in Fig. 3 (denoted by MOD2). It is obvious that

very good agreement with the measured noise parameters

is now achieved.

Further, an investigation has been carried out to in

order to verify the reliability of prediction of device noise

parameters versus bias by applying the proposed mod-

elling procedure. The previously determined error cor-

rection functions have been applied for noise parameters’

prediction of the same transistor for all considered biases.

As example, the device noise parameters at (2V, 10mA)

obtained by the basic wave approach (MOD1) and by the

suggested technique applying error correction functions

determined previously for the bias point (2V, 20mA)

(MOD2) are shown in Fig. 3. The corresponding mea-

sured values (MEAS) are also shown. It is obvious that

the presented method provides results that agree much

better with the measured data than the basic wave model.

4 CONCLUSION

The accuracy of the standard noise wave model of mi-

crowave FETs is significantly improved by implementa-

tion of frequency-dependent error correction functions in

the expressions determining the noise parameters of the

device intrinsic circuit, as it is presented in the paper. The

corresponding mathematical functions, representing error

correction functions, are determined from the ratio of the

measured noise parameters and the noise parameters sim-

ulated by the noise wave model and by applying suitable

curve-fitting procedures on these sets of data. The er-

ror correction functions calculated for one bias point are

successfully applied for noise parameters’ prediction of

the same transistor for various bias conditions and this

is the main advantage of the proposed improvement pro-

cedure. The proposed model provides excelent modelling

accuracy, which is illustrated by an appropriate modelling

example of a MESFET in packaged form.
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